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The Rhodora (date of composition 1834/1839)
By Ralph Waldo Emerson 

On being asked, whence is the flower.
IN May, when sea-winds pierced our solitudes, 
I found the fresh Rhodora in the woods, 
Spreading its leafless blooms in a damp nook, 
To please the desert and the sluggish brook. 
The purple petals fallen in the pool 
Made the black water with their beauty gay; 
Here might the red-bird come his plumes to cool, 
And court the flower that cheapens his array. 
Rhodora! if the sages ask thee why 
This charm is wasted on the earth and sky, 
Tell them, dear, that, if eyes were made for seeing, 
Then beauty is its own excuse for Being; 
Why thou wert there, O rival of the rose! 
I never thought to ask; I never knew; 
But in my simple ignorance suppose 
The self-same power that brought me there, brought you. 

ANALYSIS

Ralph Waldo Emerson published “The Rhodora” in Poems, the first of two volumes of poetry, in 1847. 
Well known for his ideas about nature’s beauty, influence, and power, Emerson invokes, awakens, and 
transforms readers to a richer perspective. In fact, this theme of nature as a transforming agent is 
among the most fundamental concepts of Emerson’s works.

Right-hand column elaborates on bold parts.

On being asked, whence is the flower.

IN May, when sea-winds pierced our solitudes, This suggests an almost violent awakening, of sharp winds, 
forcing him into spring life. 

I found the fresh Rhodora in the woods, Emerson, being a naturalist and poet in his own right, 
considers in this poem a woodland shrub as opposed to a 
botanical perennial. Traditionally, roses are the typical 
flowers of romantic poetry and are associated with 
romance and conventional love. Emerson discusses a 
flower of the forest, which intimates a relationship, or 
amour, between him and the woods, or nature in general. 
Being found in the woods, out of view of the general public, 
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the rhodora is a special treat for woods walkers, which 
suggests an experience that transcends the general  
populace and confronts the individual soul. I see a wholly 
personal experience, that extends beyond conventional 
concepts of beauty and confronts "the self-same" spirit 
inherent in the plant and the viewer. --Jon Mott

Spreading its leafless blooms in a damp nook, Like many bushes, this one blooms before the leaves emerge 
in the spring.

To please the desert and the sluggish brook. This is not a literal desert, but a wild and uninhabited place 
where people rarely come.

The purple petals fallen in the pool This image predates modern Imagistic poetry, especially 
Ezra Pound's "In a Station of the Metro": The apparition of  
these faces in the crowd;/ Petals on a wet, black bough.

Made the black water with their beauty gay; Emerson's use of words like "solitudes," "damp," "sluggish," 
"black" at the begining of the poem gives a dark tone that 
he is somehow leaving behind. This also gives a feeling of  
coming out of a long hard winter and early spring into the 
new feel and warmth of May. --Caroline Macauley-Wise

The black water of the brook is a nice backdrop for the 
purple petals, but also suggests a sylvan fertility that isn't 
available in the rose garden. (sylvan adj [ s lvən] - ˈ ɪ relating 
to or characteristic of wooded regions). Emerson's imagery 
here is focused on dark, deep colors of the natural-untamed 
environment and appeals to a sense of established beauty, 
formed slowly under the undiscriminating canopy of the 
trees as opposed to the meticulous eye of rose pruner. This is 
a perfect example of transcendental poetry that eschews 
traditional symbols and considers a more natural type of  
beauty. --Jon Mott

Here might the red-bird come his plumes to cool, He could have said "cardinal" but he wishes to emphasize 
the color and its contrast.

The cardinal (“zebovka” in B/C/S) is found exclusively in 
the American continent, and is considered in American 
literature to be an “American bird,” or an American symbol, 
with similar standing as the bald eagle.

And court the flower that cheapens his array. So why would he 'court' it? Perhaps the bird's own 
egotistical pride is trumped by his recognition of the flower's 
bright color?

Rhodora! (1) if the sages (2) ask thee why (1) Note the change here, as he speaks directly to the flower, 
and tries to assess his relationship to his discovery.

(2) It is ironic that Emerson specifically charges the 'sages' 
here. He does not see the rhodora's charm wasted on the 
earth and sky and suggests the sages are 'blind' for thinking 
this. It would be selfish to demand nature's charm be saved 
for only us. Thus lines 11 and 12 challenge the 'wisdom' of 
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such sages that would ask the rhodora such an egocentric 
question. --Lexie Cimko

This charm is wasted on the earth and sky,

Tell them, dear, that, if eyes were made for 
seeing, 

Why does he refer to the flower intimately? Does this 
anticipate the coming lines?

Then beauty is its own excuse for Being; This is the core of the poem. In other words, Beauty does 
not have to fit into a great theological plan or be "useful" to 
mankind, or even be seen by many people or acknowledged 
as "beautiful" in the same sense that the rose is. It needs no 
ulterior purpose beyond its being. In Nature, Emerson wrote 
of Beauty, "This element I call an ultimate end. No reason 
can be asked or given why the soul seeks beauty. Beauty, in 
its largest and profoundest sense, is one expression for the 
universe."

Why thou wert there, O rival of the rose! What sort of contest is this? Is it in the poet's mind? Or for 
most other people who don't see and appreciate the rhodora?

I never thought to ask; I never knew; This line seems to tell us that when we think about life, and 
better understand the mystery around it, we're able to 
appreciate it all the more. This relates to the concept from 
"Self-reliance" about thinking for yourself, not blindly going 
through life, never really knowing anything. --Kristin 
Blocher

But in my simple ignorance suppose This is a wise, though simple question, such as a child might 
ask.

The self-same power that brought me there, 
brought you. 

(1) The rhodora is derived from the same universal 
higher power that created him. He's connecting humans 
with nature, saying that every living thing has the same 
divine essence. --Alanda Perry

Here he is talking about God in terms similar to Bryant in 
"To a Waterfowl."

(2) This is quite characteristic of Emerson and of 
Romanticism. He seems to assert here, once again, the 
interconnectedness between all things. I think this also 
coincides with other assertions made in his poem, "Each and 
All." The beauty of the flower, which he asserts in line 14 as 
the flower's reason for existence, is later enjoyed and 
recognized by the speaker. Thus, the flower's purpose, to 
give delight to others through its beauty, is fulfilled by the 
speaker's observance of the flower's beauty and resultant 
delight--and then his poem. The Power which brought the 
speaker to the flower also brought the flower to the speaker, 
in order that its purpose might be fulfilled. Or rather, in 
order that "each" is recognized in its perfection because of 
the "all" in which it exists. --Mary Newcomb

Emerson considers himself to be primarily a poet. In his poetry he holds to his principle that natural 
facts are symbols of spiritual facts. In effect, he often takes as the central image of his poems nature. 
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The most adequate example for it is his poem “Rhodora” from 1834, where the “protagonist” of the 
poem is a wild flower that grows in America only, and it becomes, in early spring, surrounded by “the 
desert” a symbol of beauty and art. The fact that it blooms in the early spring, before it, or anything else 
has leaves, represents the first artist in the cultural wasteland of America. “The sages” who ask where 
does the flower come from are obviously inadequate thinkers: they do not recognize the aesthetic value 
of the flower nor can they understand Man Thinking who knows that he is neither superior nor inferior 
to nature: he is part of it. --Zvonimir Radeljković

GLOSSARY

pierce v. (cut or make a way through; move or affect (a person's emotions or bodily feelings) deeply or 
sharply; sound sharply or shrilly) – probosti, probušiti, prodrijeti, fig prozrijeti, proniknuti, prodrijeti; 
solitude n. (a state of social isolation; the state or situation of being alone; a solitary place) – 
osamljenost, osama, samoća, samotnost; when sea-winds pierced our solitudes - 

fresh adj. - svjež

leafless blooms – goli cvat, cvat bez lišća

damp nook – vlažno skrovište

desert n. - pustinja, pustoš

sluggish adj. - polagan, trom, spor, lijen; brook n. - potok; sluggish brook – sporo žuboreći potok, 
lijeni potok

purple petals – purpurne latice, grimizne latice

pool n. - lokva, bara, jezerce, jaz (u rijeci)

black adj. - crn, taman, mrk, mutan; black water – mutna voda, mrka voda; gay adj. - veseo, vedar, 
živahan; živ, šarolik, sjajan, kićen; made the black water with their beauty gay – okitile/oživjele su 
mutnu vodu svojom ljepotom

red-bird n. - američka ptica zebovka (cardinal)

plume n. - (veliko ili ukrasno) perje

cool v. - hladiti, rashladiti

court v. - udvarati se kome

cheapen v. - pojeftiniti; poet orobiti, osiromašiti
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array n. - poet odjeća, nakit

sage n. - mudrac

simple ignorance – prosta neukost, jednostavno/lakovjerno/glupo neznanje

suppose v. - smatrati, pretpostavljati, uzmati što kao moguće; vjerovati, misliti, držati

self-same (also spelled selfsame) adj. () - baš isti, sušti, pravi pravcati

power n. - sila
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